Cortellis Regulatory Intelligence

Navigate global guidelines and efficiently drive strategic decisions

Staying current with the ever-changing regulatory landscape is challenging, often introducing uncertainty and increasing the risk of noncompliance. Cortellis Regulatory Intelligence is a timely and comprehensive database that arms regulatory functions across the R&D lifecycle, providing a single point of access to:

- Daily updates to maintain a network of historic and current source documents
- Helpful context from proprietary regulatory intelligence reports to support strategy
- Detailed summaries of local regulatory practices and reference documents
- Full coverage of FDA AdComm meetings since 2001 and FDA workshops since 2003

"Cortellis Regulatory Intelligence supports strategic decision making and submission preparation, and avoids the need to review multiple data sources and handle translations internally."

Regulatory Professional, mid-size pharma

Unlock the hidden insights in data

Increase the chances of approval and rapidly expand to new markets using our comprehensive, timely, accurate, central source of regulatory information including FDA 483s, approval documents, inspection reports and submission forms.

About Cortellis

Make better decisions and accelerate innovation

Contact a representative to learn how Cortellis Regulatory Intelligence can accelerate innovation for your organization, or visit clarivate.com/cortellis
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